Figure 1.c - Correlations of Glu and all secondary structure types

Figure 1.d - Correlations of Gln and all secondary structure types
Figure 1.e - Correlations of Arg and all secondary structure types

Figure 1.f - Correlations of Met and all secondary structure types
Figure 1.g - Correlations of Lys and all secondary structure types

Figure 1.h - Correlations of Val and all secondary structure types
Figure 1.i - Correlations of Ile and all secondary structure types

Figure 1.j - Correlations of Tyr and all secondary structure types
Figure 1.k - Correlations of Phe and all secondary structure types

Figure 1.l - Correlations of Thr and all secondary structure types
Figure 1.s - Correlations of Cys and all secondary structure types

Figure 1.t - Correlations of His and all secondary structure types